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Nonlinear Behavior Analysis of a
Rotor Supported on Fluid-Film
Bearings
A fast and accurate model to calculate the fluid-film forces of a fluid-film bearing with the
Reynolds boundary condition is presented in the paper by using the free boundary theory
and the variational method. The model is applied to the nonlinear dynamical behavior
analysis of a rigid rotor in the elliptical bearing support. Both balanced and unbalanced
rotors are taken into consideration. Numerical simulations show that the balanced rotor
undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation as the rotor spin speed increases. The inves-
tigation of the unbalanced rotor indicates that the motion can be a synchronous motion,
subharmonic motion, quasi-period motion, or chaotic motion at different rotor spin
speeds. These nonlinear phenomena are investigated in detail. Poincaré maps, bifurca-
tion diagram and frequency spectra are utilized as diagnostic tools.
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1 Introduction
Fluid-film bearings play a key role in the design of turboma-

chinery systems. They are important components of turbines,
compressors, and pumps that are widely used in aircraft, naval
ship as well as petrochemical, power and petroleum industries. In
these bearings, the fluid-film provides a means to support loads
and attenuate frictions.

The fluid-film forces are highly nonlinear functions of journal
displacement and velocity. The bearings behave in a strongly non-
linear fashion and significantly affect the dynamic behaviors of
the system. This leads to subharmonic, quasi-periodic and chaotic
motions of the rotor. In 1978, Holmes �1� published the first paper
about the aperiodic behavior in journal bearings. Bently �2� re-
ported the experimental observations of the second and third order
subharmonic vibrations. Furthermore, Ehrich observed subhar-
monic vibration �3,4� and chaotic vibration phenomenon �5� in
high-speed rotor dynamic systems. Based on these findings, turbo
machinery manufacturers and users started to realize that the non-
linearities within rotor systems might have significant local and
global effects on their behavior. This is particularly the case with
present high performance designs, which call for higher speeds
and reliability in increasingly compact configurations. The dy-
namical behavior of the systems must be investigated by nonlinear
theory instead of the conventional linear theory. Using linearized
coefficients causes a complete loss of information about nonlinear
phenomena such as subharmonic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic mo-
tions that can only be predicted by the original nonlinear equa-
tions. In addition, another limitation of the linear theory is that the
linear rotordynamic coefficients yield stability information only
for a balanced rotor. Even so, they are unable to determine if the
bifurcation is subcritical or supercritical. For example, the linear-
ized stability criterion of a static equilibrium point suggests that
machines should not be operated beyond the threshold speed of
instability. However, there have been several cases shown that
machines were virtually stable far beyond the threshold speeds of
instability �6�. These kinds of phenomena due to nonlinearities
within rotor bearing systems can only be explained through non-
linear instability analysis.
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One of the most difficult obstacles in the nonlinear analysis of
rotor-bearing systems is how to calculate the fluid-film forces fast
and accurately. In general, the calculation of the fluid-film forces
requires solving the Reynolds equation. The film pressure is
solved from the Reynolds equation by applying appropriate
boundary conditions and then integrating over the journal area to
get the fluid forces. Solving the Reynolds equation is tedious for a
whirling journal since pressures have to be calculated at each
instant of time. Excessive computation time is often required to
obtain steady state responses, particularly if they are chaotic. The
most accurate but, at the same time, the most time-consuming
methods are the finite element method �FEM� �7–11� and the finite
difference method �FDM� �12–14�. Since the fluid-film force
sometimes needs to be calculated more than ten thousand times to
obtain the steady state responses, FEM and FDM are too time-
consuming in nonlinear behavior analysis. By omitting some
terms, the Reynolds equation yields special forms for short journal
bearings �L /D�1� �15,16� or long journal bearings �L /D�1�
�17,18�. Both short and long bearing approximations yield analyti-
cal solutions for the pressure distributions and hence for fluid-film
forces. The analytical solutions of fluid-film forces bring much
convenience to the instability analysis. Therefore, most nonlinear
behavior analyses of rotor-bearing system used the short bearing
theory �19–22� or the long bearing theory �23�. There is, however,
no analytical solution for fluid-film forces of the multilobe bear-
ings commonly used in practice. In particularly, it becomes more
complicated to get the analytical solution when applying the Rey-
nolds boundary condition, which reduces the defect of the Som-
merfeld boundary condition and the Gümbel boundary condition.

This paper presents a new model to calculate the fluid-film
forces under the Reynolds boundary condition and applies this
model to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of a rigid rotor in the
elliptical bearing support. Both balanced and unbalanced rotors
are considered herein. Hopf bifurcation of the balanced rotor; syn-
chronous and periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic motions of the
unbalance rotor are also shown. Poincaré maps, bifurcation dia-
gram and frequency spectra are selected as diagnostic tools.

2 Motion Equations of Rigid Rotor
Figure 1 shows a rigid journal rotating in a fixed elliptical bear-

ing housing which consists of two 150 deg arch pads. Oj is the
geometric center of the journal, Ob is the geometric center of the

bearing; and Ob−xy is the fixed Cartesian coordinates system.
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To simplify the analysis, only the parallel radial motion of rotor
is considered. The equations of the motion of journal center Oj
can be written as

mX� = FX�X,Y,X�,Y�� + me�2 cos �t

mY� = FY�X,Y,X�,Y�� + me�2 sin �t − mg �1�
Equation �1� has the following dimensionless form:

mC�2ẍ =
6��Rb

4

C2 fx�x,y, ẋ, ẏ� + me�2 cos �

mC�2ÿ =
6��Rb

4

C2 fy�x,y, ẋ, ẏ� + me�2 sin � − mg �2�

Introducing the dimensionless rotating speed �=��e /g, eccen-
tricity to clearance ratio �=e /C and combined parameter �

=6�Rb
4 /mC3 ·�e /g, Eq. �2� can be rewritten as

ẍ =
�

�
fx�x,y, ẋ, ẏ� + � cos �

ÿ =
�

�
fy�x,y, ẋ, ẏ� + ��sin � −

1

�2� �3�

A new model of calculating the fluid-film forces fx, fy is shown
in the next section.

3 Calculate the Fluid-film Forces
Figure 2 represents the cross section of the journal bearing in

local coordinates and the pad in circular cylindrical coordinates.
The pad domain 	 is separated into two sets 	=	+�	0.

The fluid-film forces can be obtained by integrating the pres-
sure p over the area of the journal sleeve. The pressure distribu-
tion p of one pad can be calculated as follows.

Based on the variational inequality theory �24�, the problem of
solving the pressure under Reynolds boundary condition can be

Fig. 1 Model of the rotor sup

Fig. 2 Cross section of journal and one pad of bearing in local

coordinates
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interpreted as a minimization problem of the convex set. When all
non-negative smooth functions satisfy the external boundary con-
ditions, the pressure p is shown to be a function which minimizes
the energy integral:

J�p� = min
q�K

J�q� �4�

where

J�q� =
1

2 � �
	

h3	� �q

�

�2

+ � �q

��
�2
d
d� −� �

	

f · qd
d�

�5�

h = 1 − u cos 
 − v sin 
 �6�

f = �− u + 2v̇�sin 
 + �v + 2u̇�cos 
 �7�

K = �q � c1�	��q � 0 in 	,and q = 0 on � 	 �8�

Recall that 	+ is approximately a rectangular domain and the
value of the pressure is very close to zero near the boundary, the
pressure can be denoted as

q�
,�� = g���r�
� �9�
Equation �5� can, therefore, be written as

J�q� = 1
2 �c1d1 + c2d2� − c3d3 �10�

where

c1 =�
−



g2���d�, c2 =�
−



g�2���d�, c3 =�
−



g���d�

�11�

d1 =�
0

�

h3�
�r�2�
�d
, d2 =�
0

�

h3�
�r2�
�d
 ,

d3 =�
0

�

f�
�r�
�d
 �12�

Therefore, if r�
� is obtained, we can obtain the following Euler-
Lagrange equation by minimizing Eq. �4�:

d2g���� − d1g��� = − d3, g�− � = g�� = 0 �13�

The solution of Eq. �13� gives g���=b�cosh�k�−cosh�k���,
where

rted by two elliptical bearings
k = �d1/d2 �14�
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Let b ·r�
�⇒r�
�, without losing generality, g��� becomes

g��� = cosh�k� − cosh�k�� �15�
Equation �11� can, therefore, be written as

c1 = 2 +  cosh�2k� −
3

2k
sinh�2k�

c2 =
k

2
�sinh�2k� − 2k�

c3 =
2

k
�k cosh�k� − sinh�k�� �16�

Set k to be an initial value. Since the values of c1, c2, and c3 are
determined, the minimization problem �4� can be reduced to a
one-dimensional problem, i.e., finding a function

r�
� � �c1�0,���r�
� � 0 in �0,�� and r�0� = r��� = 0 �17�

to minimize

J�r� =
1

2�
0

�

h3�
��c1r�2�
� + c2r2�
��d
 − c3�
0

�

f�
�r�
�d


�18�

According to Eq. �14�, k can be updated during the process of
the calculation. Numerical examples show that k converges rap-
idly and the result is insensitive to the initial value of k.

In order to search for the approximate solution of r�
�, let us
first introduce a parameter 0���� and a normalized variable 0
��=
 /��1. Consequently, r�
� can be interpolated by using
Lagrange polynomial and yield

r�
� = �r��� = w��� · lT���a , while 0 � � � 1

0, other cases
� �19�

where

a = �aii=1,n
T , l��� = �li���i=1,n

T , li��� = �
j=1,�i

n
� − � j

�i − � j
�20�

and �i= �i−1� / �n−1�, �i=1,… ,n� are the basic interpolation
points and li���, �i=1,… ,n� are the bases of the Lagrange poly-
nomial. The high order polynomial interpolation is seldom used in
practice due to poor numerical stability. In this paper, the weight
function w��� in Eq. �19� is used to make the low order interpo-
lation more accurate. In fact, very accurate results for r�
� are
obtained by three-order polynomial interpolation with the follow-
ing weight function

w��� = h−2����sin���� �21�

Because w����0 and r�� j�=ajw�� j�, a�0 means that the so-
lution is non-negative. Furthermore, an=0 shows r���=r���=0,
which satisfies the Reynolds boundary condition.

Substitute Eq. �19� into Eq. �12�, yields

d1 = aTK1a, d2 = aTK2a, d3 = aT��v + 2u̇�b1 + �− u + 2v̇�b2�
�22�

where

K1 =
1

�
�

0

1

h3�w����l��� + w���l������w����l��� + w���l�����Td�

K2 = ��1

h3w2���l���lT���d� �23�

0
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b1 = ��
0

1

cos
�

�
w���l���d�, b2 = ��

0

1

sin
�

�
w���l���d�

�24�
Therefore Eq. �18� yields:

J�r� = 1
2aTKa − aTb �25�

where

K = c1K1 + c2K2, b = c3��v + 2u̇�b1 + �− u + 2v̇�b2� �26�
Obviously, Eq. �25� is minimum when

a = K−1b �27�

The parameter � is determined by following the iterations. First
set �=�. If the solution of Eq. �27� satisfies a�0, it means the
fluid-film fills the whole pad. Thus, the solution of r�
� can be
obtained directly. If the solution gives an�0, then cavitation ap-
pears. In the cavitation case, � should be modified and a is recal-
culated iteratively until an=0.

The fluid-film forces of one pad in local coordinates can be
obtained by

� fu

fv
� = −�

−



g���d��
0

�

r�
��cos 


sin 

�d
 = − c3�b1

Ta

b2
Ta
� �28�

Transforming the forces to global coordinates and summing for
all of the pads gives the bearing forces fx and fy

4 Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis
In this paper, both rigid balanced and unbalanced rotors in el-

liptical bearing supports are investigated �Fig. 1�. The value of the
parameters for the example are Rj =0.1�m�, m=100�kg�, �
=0.02�Pa·s�, C /Rj =0.003, Cmin/C=0.5, and =1.0. Since the
fluid-film forces are calculated pad by pad, the present method is
effective not only on cylindrical bearings, but also on multilobe
bearings, including the elliptical form.

Because the accuracy of the fluid-film force will subsequently
change the numerical values of the nonlinear rotor simulation, a
validation for the proposed method is conducted. The fluid-film
forces of the elliptical bearings are obtained by setting up C /Rj
=0.003, Cmin/C=0.5 and =1.0. A comparison is made with the
FEM in which the free boundary is determined by the comple-
mentary iteration �8� and shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 demonstrates
the fluid-film force when dimensionless displacements x=� cos �
and y=� sin � where �=0.45, �̇=0 and � changes from 0 deg to

Fig. 3 Comparison of the fluid-film force between two
methods
360 deg. The results of the current model agree very well with that
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obtained by the FEM method. The maximum error occurs when
�=97.5 deg and �=277.5 deg. The maximum relative error of f

=�fx
2+ fy

2 is 3.6%. However, the present model works much
more efficiently than the FEM method by simplifying the problem
from two-dimensional to one-dimensional. The computational
time consumed for the present model is less than 1% of that for
the FEM model.

The fast computation characteristic of the present fluid-film
forces model makes numerical analysis feasible. The dimension-
less Eqs. �3� are numerically integrated using a fourth-ordered
Runge-Kutta method with a constant time step of 2� /64. The
solutions give the journal motion data, which is then used to plot
the bifurcation diagram, dynamic orbit, Poincaré map, and power
spectrum.

4.1 Balanced Rotor. If the mass eccentricity of the rotor is
e=0, which means the absence of an unbalanced excitation, the
journal reaches a static equilibrium position and spins at a con-
stant speed. The static equilibrium position loses stability when
the spin speed increases beyond a threshold point. Under such
operating conditions, the hydrodynamic forces generated in fluid-
film bearings are capable of sustaining self-excited oscillations in
which energy is transferred from rotation of the rotor into a whirl-
ing motion, which is referred to as oil whirl. When the speed
increases beyond the threshold limit, the whirl motion of the jour-
nal either gradually or suddenly becomes unbounded. We study

Fig. 4 Hopf bifurcation and limit circle of balanced rotor, „a…
Hopf bifurcation; „b… limit circle for �=5000
Fig. 5 Bifurcation diagram
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the dynamic behavior of a rotor that starts from the zero initial
condition. Figure 4�a� shows the loci of the journal as the rotor
spin speed increases. It can be observed that the rotor loses sta-
bility at �=3800�rad/s�. For the speed beyond the threshold
point, Fig. 4�b� shows the limit circle of the rotor orbits. As rotor
spin speed increases, the radius of the limit circle rises gradually,
this is known as the supercritical Hopf bifurcation.

4.2 Unbalanced Rotor. In practical machines, unbalanced
excitation is presented in most cases, which completely alters the

Fig. 6 Orbit and the projected Poincaré map of synchronous
motion and quasi-periodic motion. „Top… Synchronous motion
for �=20; „a… orbit, „b… projected Poincaré map. „Bottom…

Quasi-perodic motion for �=35; „c… orbit, „d… projected
Poincaré map

Fig. 7 Orbit and mode locking diagram of subharmonic mo-
tion. „a… 1/5 subharmonic motion for �=45; „b… 1/2 subhar-
monic motion for �=65; „c… 1/3 subharmonic motion for �

=190
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dynamics of the system �25�. Here the stability concerns the whirl
orbit. Due to the complexity of the rotor motion, we selected the
bifurcation diagram, dynamic orbit, Poincaré map and power
spectrum as diagnostic tools. The ratio of eccentricity to clearance
in this example is set to �=0.3.

The bifurcation diagram provides a summary of the essential
dynamics; hence it is a useful way to observe nonlinear dynamical
behavior. The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 5 is obtained by starting
the simulation with zero initial values and the rotor speed varies
with a constant step. The data of the first 500 revolutions of the
rotor is not used to determine the response at steady state. The
x-coordinate of the point in the Poincaré map is plotted versus the
dimensionless rotor speed.

For ��33, the motion of the journal is synchronous. When the
motion is synchronous, the orbit of the journal is a single circle
and there is only one point in the Poincaré map as illustrated in
Fig. 6�a�. At �=33, the journal response takes on the appearance
of a Neimark bifurcation to quasi-periodic motion, as illustrated
with the orbit and the projected Poincaré map of Fig. 6�b� at speed
�=35. In the case of quasi-periodic motion, the points appear to
fill up a closed curve in the Poincaré map. The quasi-periodic
motion os maintained until �=37. Then, the journal orbit becomes
period-5 motion from �=37 to �=60.

At �=61, the journal response undergoes a flip bifurcation to
period-2 motion. Both the period-5 motion and the period-2 mo-
tion are subharmonic motions, in which the ratio of the forced
frequency and the response frequency become rational. It is also
called phase locking or mode locking �26�. The orbits of these
subharmonic motions and mode locking diagrams are shown in
Fig. 7. The period-2 motion holds until �=74. With 74���84,
the journal undergoes a series of bifurcations and then quasi-
periodic motion with a whirl frequency of about half of the rotat-
ing speed appears. At �=92, chaotic motion appears, as illustrated
in Fig. 8 with a geometrically fractal structure in the projected
Poincaré map and a broadband FFT spectrum at speed �=100. As
the rotating speed sequentially increases, several quasi-periodic
motions and various types of period motion occur. The journal
response goes to chaotic motions once more when � increases to
180 and finally returns to the period-3 motion at �=189.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents a fast and accurate model to calculate the

Fig. 8 The orbit of journal, projected
journal displacement in horizontal d
fluid-film forces of a fluid film bearing. Since the model is semi-
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analytical, it can be applied to many kinds of bearings, such as
cylindrical bearings, partial arc bearings and multilobe bearings. It
is not only applicable for short bearings and long bearings, but for
finite length bearings as well. In this paper, a detailed investiga-
tion of the nonlinear behavior of a rigid rotor in the elliptical
bearing support is demonstrated. Both the balanced and unbal-
anced rotors are taken into consideration. Hopf bifurcation, sub-
harmonic motion, quasi-period motion, and chaotic motion of the
rotor are studied. At present, since most analysts rely upon nu-
merical procedures to obtain simulations of nonlinear rotor sys-
tems, a more efficient numerical method of the fluid-film forces is
required so as to characterize the dynamics of nonlinear rotor
systems efficiently. The usage of the present fluid-film force
model allows rapid assessment of bearing performance over a
relatively large bearing design range with minimal computational
effort.
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Nomenclature
C � Rb−Rj�clearance

Cmin � minimal clearance
D � diameter of the journal
e � mass eccentricity of the rotor

fu�u ,v , u̇ , v̇� , fv�u ,v , u̇ , v̇� � dimensionless fluid-film forces in
local coordinates, respectively

FX�X ,Y ,X� ,Y�� � fluid-film force in
horizontal-direction

FY�X ,Y ,X� ,Y�� � fluid-film force in
vertical-direction

fx�x ,y , ẋ , ẏ� � FX / �6��Rb
4 /C2� � horizontal

dimensionless fluid-film force
fy�x ,y , ẋ , ẏ� � FY / �6��Rb

4 /C2� � vertical di-
mensionless fluid-film force

L � width of the journal
m � half mass of the rotor
p � dimensionless fluid-film pressure

Rb � radius of the pad arch

incaré map, and power spectrum of
tion of chaotic motion for �=100
Po
irec
Rj � radius of the journal
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u ,v � dimensionless displacement in
local coordinates

u̇ , v̇ � dimensionless velocity in local
coordinates

X ,Y � horizontal and vertical displace-
ment of the journal respectively

X,�Y� � horizontal and vertical dimension-
less velocity of the journal
respectively

x � X /C � horizontal dimensionless
displacement of the journal

ẋ � X� /C� � horizontal dimension-
less velocity of the journal

y � Y /C � vertical dimensionless
displacement of the journal

ẏ � Y� /C� � vertical dimensionless
velocity of the journal

� � �t
� � rotating speed of the journal
� � oil viscosity
 � L /D � width to diameter ratio
� � Z /Rb�coordinates in the axial

direction

 � coordinates in the circumferential

direction
	 � pad domain

	+ � non-negative pad domain
	0 � zero pad domain

� � boundary between 	+ and 	0

� � d /dt
. � d /d�
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